
HALL RE-IMAGINE
TEAM UPDATE

WHERE WE ARE

The booth

Fiction

Multi-Media

Over the last few months we

have made significant progress

on the proposals presented by

the Re-Imagine Team. As you

already know we have moved YA

and Midgrade to the upper east

wing. This means we have all the

children's through YA material on

the east half of the building.

Microfilm and Genealogy area 

Checkout 

What's next?



The booth was moved from the YA

area to the public computer area

where it fits quite nicely . We will be

working to add a monitor to the booth

to enhance our display capabilities  as

well as allow for group work. 

The Booth!



In an effort to better utilize our space, we have moved the DVDs

and Blu-Rays to the lower west area of the library. This allows us to

have all adult multi-media in the same area, audiobooks, DVDs, Blu-

Rays, including nonfiction multi-media. 

We were also able to rearrange the seating areas to better serve

the needs of our patrons, creating space for study tables and

lounge area seating. 



Genealogy and Local History



Checkout Area

Covering back side of self check counters  
Relocation for ILLs
Use for wooden shelves, for signage and aesthetics

Now that we have shifted to a mobile staffing model we
can better utilize the area behind the selfcheck machines.
With the thought to move the book drop to the center
rather than around the corner. 

Plans for the area: 



The next goal is to get
Juvenile Fiction and

Juvenile Graphic Novels to
the upper east wing.

Timeline and
next steps

Weed Adult BIO and
change out the inner
shelves where BLU/DVD
used to be to book
shelving
Move Adult BIO to these
shelves after spring
break
Shift JBIO and JNF back 
Move GNJF and JF
upstairs 

Steps to get us there: 


